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Introduction 

The role of silicate melt in the formation and evolution of meteoritic inclusions has been difficult to evalu- 
ate because the thennodynamic properties of even simple silicate melts are poorly known. 'Ihere are internally- 
consistent computer models (1,2) that can predict liquid properties based on phase equilibrium and calorimetric 
data, but they are prone to systematic errors and are often of limited applicability. The Pd-oxide equilibration 
technique (3,4), however, provides a precise and direct metbod of deteamination of oxide activities in the melt 
phase and can therefore be used to calculate equilibrium vapor pressures over the melt and test existing thenno- 
dynamic models. Previously (3), we reported on A1203 and S i q  activities in one melt composition at 1400°C. 
Here we report the results of a systematic study of MgO, A1203, and Si02 activities at 1250 to 1400°C in melt 
compositions relevant to the formation of Type B, Type C, and fmterite-bearing Ca-Al-rich inclusions (CAIs) 
and plagioclase-olivine inclusions (POIs). 

Experimental techniques 

The Pd-oxide equilibration technique is described in earlier works by the autbors (3,4). Basically, if a 
melt is equilibrated with Pd metal at fixed P, T, and fo2, a small amount of the metallic form, M, of each consti- 
tuent oxide, MO,, will dissolve into the Pd, governed by the equilibrium M(-, + x/202(& = MO,(,,,,, with an 
equilibrium constant K O  = aMo,/(aM*f$:), where 4 is the activity of species i and fo2 is the oxygen fugacity. 
Because the activity coefficients of Mg, Al, and Si in dilute Pd alloys are constants, the activities of MgO, 
A1203 and Si02 in a melt relative to pure oxides are simple functions of the ratios of XMg, XAI, or XSi in Pd 
equilibrated with the melt to XMg, XAI, or XSi in Pd equilibrated with the pure oxide standard. 

Experiments were performed in a 1 atm home-built vertical MoSi2 furnace with temperature monitored 
with a Type S thermocouple and fo2 controlled by H2C02 mixtures and measured with a yttriadoped zirconia 
solid electrolyte sensor. We studied four CAI compositions and one POI: a melilite-rich Type B (89A), an 
anorthite-rich Type B (B2C), a Type C (TCAN), a forsterite-bearing CAI (FOB), and an average Group 2 
plagioclase-olivine inclusion (POI). Pellets of powdered glassy starting material plus Pd wire were melted onto 
Pd wire loops and run simultaneously with Pd + periclase, Pd + corundum, and Pd + cristobalite pellets con- 
tained in MgO, A1203, and Si02 crucibles. Experiments were done at temperatures in the range 1250 to 1400"C, 
at fozts about one to two orders of magnitude below iron-wiistite. Activities weredetermined by analyzing the 
resulting Pd alloys for Mg, Al, and Si using the electron microprobe. 

Results 

The four CAI compositions are shown in Fig. 1 projected from MgA1204 spinel onto the plane anorthite- 
gehlenite-forsterite. Spinel-saturated phase fields and isotherms for T 2 1400OC after (5) are shown with compo- 
sition fields of CAIs (6). TZle POI composition is not shown because it projects outside the triangle and is 
spinel-undersaturated. Using the experimentally-determined oxide activities in the four liquid compositions, we 
have drawn contours of oxide activity in the liquid region at 1400°C. Activities of MgO range from 0.06 in 
TCAN to 0.25 in FOB. A1203 activities range from 0.14 in FOB to 0.37 in TCAN. Si02 activities range from 
0.1 in 89A to 0.3 in TCAN. The activity contours move relatively little with temperature. POI has MgO activi- 
ties of 0.06 to 0.11, 4 2 0 3  activities of 0.20 to 0.26, and S i q  activities of 0.57 to 0.60 in the experimental tem- 
p e r a m  range. Precision ranges from 5 to 35%, the error increasing with decreasing activity. Experimentally- 
determined activities agree with the model of Berman (1) to within 10-35%. The measured MgO and A1203 
activities are systematically lower than predicted, consistent with the lower free energy of formation of spinel 
determined by (4), and the S iQ activities are systematically higher (Fig. 2). 

Assuming P,, for the solar nebula of l(r3 atm and log fo2 of -16.1 at 1400°C (7), the experimental activi- 
ties imply equilibrium partial pressures of Mg, Al, and SiO of about lo-', lo-'', and lo-' for the CAI and POI 
liquids. In contrast, those expected for the solar nebula gas under the same conditions are PMg - PA - 
lo-'', and Psio - (8), implying that neither CAI- nor POI-like liquids would condense from such a gas. In 
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fact, if such melts were to fonn in a solar gas by shock melting of solid precursors, they should volatilize con- 
siderable MgO and Si02 but retain their A1203. The expected - pressures of Mg and SiO in the primitive 
solar nebula imply activities of MgO and Si02 of virtually zero, suggesting from the activity-composition trends 
in Fig. 1 that only very aluminous liquids such as Type As could have equilibrated with the solar nebula 
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Fig. 1. Oxide activities in spinel-saturated melts at l W ° C  (a) MgO (b) A1203 (c) SiOz. 

Measured vs. modekd sdivity 

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimen- 
tally determined activities with 
values predicted by the model of 
(1). 
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